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The Digipol 2023 will be held at HITEX, Hyderabad, India on 6th and 7th March 2023.

The Law Enforcement, Defence and Industry leaders from diverse countries will

converge to discuss, deliberate and showcase theirat Digipol 2023 expertise,

experience and strategies that disrupts the way policing operates today.

The Most Happening HLS and Defence Expo!
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The Agenda

Welcome to Digipol
Digipol is a Platform for the Law Enforcement and

Defence Agencies around the world, to explore the

advancements and innovations in digital security

technologies. We bring in the experts from Global Law

Enforcement Agencies, Defence Organizations and the

Industry to share their real time experience and, expertise

actionable knowledge in empowering the security

fraternity to foster a safe and secure world.

Our Mission
The Mission of Digipol is to internetwork the law enforcement and defence agencies with right

security solutions being delivered by various technology developers from all over the world. As

part of the summit we conduct technology sessions to demonstrate the advancements of various

top notch intelligence solutions. Keynote speeches from senior of�cers of the law enforcement,

defence agencies and experts from security industry from divergent countries are being invited to

share their knowledge and experience in countering security challenges facing the world.

The Summit
The Summit has a unique strategic

focus for providing top notch education

with practical demonstrations on the

most pressing law enforcement topics.

The agenda of the conclave is to

promote technologies, discuss new

innovations, create right ecosystem for

the technology absorpt ion and

adaptation by the law enforcement and

defence agencies.

The Delegates
Meet the dynamic people Law Enforcement Authorities of Government Agenciesfrom , Defence

and the Industry who are invited to join us at Digipol 2023.

The leadership of the law enforcement, defence and

security industries will converge at the Digipol to discuss

the innovative trends and key issues that will impact the

new world order security. Join at the sessions whereof

your peers, policy makers, regulations, suppliers and

customers are attending modern world’s most important

gathering on Security.

F Law Enforcement Agencies

Tri Services of DefenceF

Cyber Crime PoliceF

Intelligence AgenciesF

Crime Investigation DepartmentsF

Counter Terrorism UnitsF

Revenue IntelligenceF

Narcotics Control UnitsF

F Para Military Forces

SWAT TeamsF

Electronic Warfare UnitsF

Special Agencies of the PoliceF

IT Wings of the StatesF

Central Police DepartmentsF

Military IntelligenceF

Immigration AuthoritiesF
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Exhibiting
The region’s most important and dynamic exhibition on Security!

Digipol being a unique space of

meeting for decision-makers,

government of�cials primarily from

Police and Defence departments,

will be attended by hundreds of

companies from India and abroad,

along with thousands of visitors and

delegations from several state and

central agencies.

The Expo gives exhibitors a unique opportunity to network and create new connections,

strengthen international bonds and get to know the latest innovations and solutions of the

international cyber and technological community. Network with the brightest minds of the Security

Forces to forge strategic business relationships, and generate valuable business leads.

The exhibition and conference offer a unique opportunity for technology companies, government

organizations, and organizations from around the world to exhibit their latest technological

developments and solutions in the forefront of the international security arena to showcase their

products and get global exposure.

Digipol is inviting Exhibitors from the following domains

Theme Topics

• Cyber Intelligence

Lawful Interception•

Big Data Analytics•

Cyber Security•

Secure Communications•

Audio and Video Analytics•

Drones and•

Anti Drone Systems

CDR IPDR Analyticsand•

Cyber Forensics•

Face Recognition Systems•

Advanced CCTVs•

Biometrics•

Network Security•

Open Source Intelligence•

• Social Media Analysis

• SIGINT Solutions

WEBINT Solutions•

Darkweb Analysis•

Cloud Computing•

Network Hardware•

Narcotics Detection•

Arti�cial Intelligence and•

Machine Learning

Electronic Surveillance•

Crypto Analysis•

Block Chain Technologies•

Data Security•

Electronic Warfare•

Security Training and•

Consulting

Smart Cities and•

Secure Societies
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Why Exhibit?
The Great Indian Opportunity!
Digipol will attract majority of the states, union territories, special agencies and defence forces of

the under one umbrella. The Expo is the crossroads of intersection forregional sub continent, all

exhibitors, law enforcement and defence of�cers.

The participation in the Expo is FREE for all exhibitors. A COMPLIMENTARY space of 5

Meters X 3 Meters or 3 Meters X 2 Meters of exhibition space (depending on product

portfolio) is offered to the exhibitors at the Expo.

Digipol is conducted at . The venue has 3 ,000 Sft ofHall 2, HITEX Exhibition Center, Hyderabad 7

area and is the biggest exhibition center at Hyderabad.

The Summit offers best learning experience with of�cers from specialised and versatile agencies

around the world delivering their experience in bringing together the latest Innovations and

leading-edge technologies in enforcing security.

Visitors from Police and Defence agencies are required to pre register at the website.  Exhibitor

needs to undergo special vetting process for relevancy of the product for the exhibition.

Exhibitors’ employees are allowed at the Expo as per the norms of the Expo.

The primary objective of the Expo is to internetwork various Defence and Law Enforcement

agencies with Technology providers. Hence, we invite best of the breed technology developers to

explore the opportunity and exhibit the products and solutions. The niche technology domain is

also given a SPEAKER opportunity to introduce the technology amidst the plethora of of�cers on

the centre stage.

Digipol successfully delivered business opportunities, network and collaboration between2019

exhibitors and government delegations.

Keynote Speakers

Visiting

Keynote speakers from International Police Organisations,

Senior Of�cers from Elite Police and Defence Agencies,

Security Leaders from Technology Industry are being invited

for the Summit to address the August gathering.

Speaking opportunities range from product presen ations,t

panel discussions, workshops and in-depth case studies.

Digipol is an integrated event consisting of Conference,

Expo and G2B forums. Please visit the website closer to

the exhibition for detailed information.

Digipol exclusively for the Police and Defence personnelis

only and is not open to the public. Individuals who cannot

provide documentation verifying their professional

af�liation to the Police or Defence agencies will not qualify

to attend.
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Interconnect with Police and Defence Agencies of the region!

Digipol is a unique opportunity for product vendors to demonstrate products and systems to a

wide audience comprising of key �gures from the police, defence and decision makers with

procurement capability.

Digipol promotes DKonnect, a platform that helps in Interconnecting Police and Defence Agencies

with best of the companies developing mission critical and cutting edge solutions.

The platform offers a unique opportunity for police

and defence agencies to engage with pre-screened

vendors for product evaluation and POCs. Focusing

on interoperability between defence and security,

DKonect brings together police and military of�cials,

end users and decision makers from several states

and federal agencies, making this an effective

p la t fo rm for rap id bus iness growth and

development.

DKONECT
CONNECTING OPPORTUNITIES

All exhibitors at the Digipol are listed on the DKonect page where the Police or Defence agencies

would like to read or learn about the product portfolio. Most of the time procuring agencies are

groping in the dark about competent suppliers and their respective contacts. This platform is a

unique platter that helps in networking and interconnecting with the respective buyers who are in

search of classi�ed products.

This platform is not just the exhibitors of the Digipol, other technology suppliers andfor

vendors can also register r products.thei

The DKonect web page contains the list of all security product suppliers, however the list is visible

to registered Police and Defence Agencies only. The agencies that are interested in checking

product portfolio needs to register with their of�cial credentials.

The registration at DKonect is FREE for all product suppliers. Kindly check

www.digipol.org/dkonect.html  for registering your product.
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Highlights of Digipol 2019
DIGIPOL 2019 was held on 11th and 12th February 2019 at HITEX, Hyderabad, India.

The Summit was inaugurated by the Honourable Governor of Telangana

Sri. E.S.L Narasimhan in the presence of other dignitaries.
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Digipol 2019 has witnessed over 1150 dignitaries of Law Enforcement & Defence Agencies including

of�cers from Embassies of France, Nepal, South Africa, South Korea, Srilanka, U.K and U.S.

The Summit attracted several exhibiting companies from Canada, India, Israel, Singapore and

UK displaying diverse products on Data Analytics, Intelligence Gathering, Social Media Analytics,

Advanced Tactical Intelligence Solutions, Video Analytics, Darkweb Analysis etc.
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FOR PART IC IPAT ION & E XHIB IT ION DETA ILS PLEASE CONTACT

+91 7032091515 info@digipol.org

Digipol Sec tariat, 607, B Block, Asian Suncity, White�elds  Gatchibowlire ,

Hyderabad – 500032, India

For more details kindly visit: www.digipol.org
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